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ABSTRACT
This newly developed prototype Multispectral Polarized Scene Projector (MPSP), configured for the short wave
infrared (SWIR) regime, can be used for the test & evaluation (T&E) of spectro-polarimetric imaging sensors. The
MPSP system generates both static and video images (up to 200 Hz) with 512×512 spatial resolution with active spatial,
spectral, and polarization modulation with controlled bandwidth. It projects input SWIR radiant intensity scenes from
stored memory with user selectable wavelength (850–1650 nm) and bandwidth (12–100 nm), as well as polarization
states (six different states) controllable on a pixel by pixel basis. The system consists of one spectrally tunable liquid
crystal filter with variable bandpass, and multiple liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) spatial light modulators (SLMs) for
intensity control and polarization modulation. In addition to the spectro-polarimetric sensor test, the instrument also
simulates polarized multispectral images of military scenes/targets for hardware-in-the loop (HIL) testing.
Key words: Polarization sensors, Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation, SWIR scene projector, liquid crystal tunable
filter, liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS), spatial light modulator (SLM), spectro-polarimetric

1. INTRODUCTION
Imaging systems in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) region have been widely used in many fields. Due to their
spectral characteristics and applications, short-wave infrared (SWIR), mid-wave infrared (MWIR), and long-wave
infrared (LWIR) cameras have been deployed for many years supporting all branches of the military, and have been
used for many non-military applications such as remote sensing, geological exploration, and nighttime transportation,
etc. Detection and measurement by such cameras is generally based on the intensity and wavelength of the ambient
light, which play a key role in obtaining information depending on the operation. Furthermore, in many situations,
finer-resolution spectral information is desirable due to different materials having different “fingerprints” in terms of
their spectral response, a quality that has directly led to the development of multispectral and hyperspectral imaging
systems.1 Although multispectral image detection techniques have achieved a great success, many problems are
encountered in detecting manmade targets and objects that are intentionally obscured by manmade camouflage or
hidden within forest canopy or under shadows and/or situated in low-light-level (LLL) environments. Such targets are
difficult or almost impossible to detect using conventional intensity and wavelength imaging techniques.
In recent years, polarization information has been used to improve detection, identification, and recognition of
manmade objects and other obscured targets of strategic interest in highly cluttered backgrounds. Polarimetric
imaging/monitoring2,3 has proved to be a powerful tool in detecting such objects by significantly enhancing the contrast
of materials in an image due to surface features, shape, shading, and roughness, particularly when there is little contrast
in the intensity and wavelength imagery. Specifically, manmade objects exhibit general polarization features due to the
composition of their surfaces, i.e., being metal or plastic. Combining the spectral characteristics with the polarization
features has led to the development of spectro-polarimetric imaging sensors, which are an enhanced version of the
multispectral sensor with a polarization mode capability. Various SWIR, MWIR, and LWIR polarimetric imaging
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systems4,5 have been developed. Such polarimetry imaging, being a special case of general polarimetry, can be used to
map the state of polarization of each pixel in a scene.
This new generation of spectral polarimetric imaging sensors can be used to enhance target detection behind
camouflage and obscurants. These sensors can obtain not only the spectral characteristics, but also the polarization
features of targets. Such sensors have undergone some initial testing in typical environments, but have not been
rigorously tested in laboratory hardware-in-loop (HIL) simulations. Validation of these newly developed sensors, via
test and evaluation (T&E) in a laboratory environment, is extremely important to enable accurate calibration at a
reduced cost. However, in order to conduct T&E of spectro-polarimetric sensors, a spectro-polarimetric projector needs
to be developed; no such projector existed prior to the present effort. Development of such a projector was hindered by
the fact that the bandwidth of a given spectral sensor is typically fixed and is often different from another sensor,
making it challenging to create a universal spectro-polarimetric projector with an agile spectral bandwidth (i.e.,
resolution). To meet this need, U.S. Army has developed a multispectral polarized scene projector (MPSP) system,
which enables spatial, spectral, and active polarization modulation with variable bandwidth, and generates a known
wavelength, controlled bandwidth, and mapped projected polarization image or motion picture display. The MPSP’s
capabilities make it a suitable T&E tool for characterization of spectro-polarimetric sensors and it could aid in the future
development of spectro-polarimetric imagers with specified characteristics.
A fully integrated MPSP system (Kent Optronics Inc. model MPSP 371S) which passed critical design reviews and
system compliance tests will be described here. This system has been delivered to the U.S. Army Research Laboratory
(ARL), Adelphi, MD and installed there. The MPSP is a standalone turnkey instrument that can project stored images
and/or motion pictures directly onto the entrance of a spectro-polarimetric sensor or unit under test (UUT). Users can
input parameters such as picture brightness (radiance), wavelength, bandwidth, and polarization states at the individual
pixel level to simulate the displayed targets and scenes.

2.

MPSP DESIGN PRINCIPLE

Fig. 1 illustrates the generic layout of the MPSP system, which consists of five optical subsystems: light source, tunable
filter, display engine or intensity spatial light modulator (SLM), two phase SLM units, and optical projection engine
(OPE).
The basic function of the light source is to provide a broadband light illumination covering the operating wavelength
range of 850–1650 nm. The specific spectral components of light with a desired bandwidth (12–100 nm) are selected
using a spectrally tunable filter—a variable bandwidth tunable filter which allows users to independently select the
desired wavelength (λ) and bandwidth (Δλ) to match the spectro-polarimetric sensor under test. The spectral bandwidth
has a discrete value between 12 and 100 nm within the wavelength range 850 to 1650 nm. The spectrally selected light
is then expanded, collimated, and directed to the liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) display engine. Each pixel of the
display engine can individually modulate the intensity of the illuminating light beam to embed the intensity information,
thereby generating the pixilated intensity image frames based on the input digital images. The display engine has a
512×512 pixel format and can operate at a fast speeds, ≤ 200-Hz frame rate. The output light beam from the display
engine, that carries the intensity information, is next directed to a cascade of two phase SLM units, which also have a
512×512 pixel format and can operate at ≤ 200-Hz frame rate. The phase SLM set encodes the scene (image) with six
polarization states at the individual pixel level, i.e., linear horizontal polarization (LHP), linear vertical polarization
(LVP), linear +45° (L45P), linear -45° (L45M), right-handed circular polarization (RCP), and left-handed circular
polarization (LCP). The new image, containing both intensity and polarization encoding, finally goes through the OPE
and is then fed to the UUT with a matched field of view (FOV) optics. Thus, the projected image includes all the
defined information, such as wavelength, bandwidth, and desired polarization states at individual pixel level, needed for
a complete T&E of the spectro-polarimetric sensors or UUTs.
As mentioned earlier, the development of MPSP is made possible by three major technology innovations. The first one
is the high-speed, low-loss LCoS SLM display engine; the second is the high-speed achromatic phase SLM units used
for polarization mapping; and the third is the variable bandwidth liquid crystal tunable filter. In addition to the
hardware integration, two significant milestones in the functional operation of this system have been achieved: 1)
synchronization of the LCoS SLM display engine with the phase SLM units at a frame rate of 200 Hz both developed
by Boulder Nonlinear Systems and 2) a system-level non-uniformity correction in both the amplitude and polarization
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phases by using a novel algorithm technique developed by Kent Optronics, Inc. Fig. 2 shows a photograph of the
completed MPSP 371S system installed at ARL in Adelphi, MD.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram layout of the MPSP system.

Figure 2. Completed MPSP prototype at ARL.

3.

MPSP SPECIFICATIONS AND KEY FUNCTION DEMONSTRATION

Table 1 lists the MPSP 371S system specifications of the nine (9) major parameters. The first column lists the
parameters, the second column lists the system’s initial performance target values, the third column lists the ultimate
long-term future goal values, and the last column lists the achieved values measured at the completion of the program.
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Table 1. MPSP System Specifications

The following sections describe the MPSP’s key functions in detail.

3.1

Light Source

The light source used is a 1000-W Oriel quartz tungsten halogen light house (model number 66296) from Newport
Corp. It has an output beam size of 75 mm with a large divergent angle of αV = 13.1° and αH = 6.7° in the vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively. Since such large divergence angles are not acceptable for direct application in the
display engine, a special collimator was designed and fabricated that could deliver a square beam with a < 3° divergence
angle in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The relatively flattop of the output beam intensity reduces the
burden of the intensity non-uniformity correction of the system. Fig. 3 shows the flattop distribution for the two beam
sizes, respectively.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Collimated beam intensity distribution in the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical directions.
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3.2

Tunable Filter

The liquid crystal variable bandwidth tunable filter has an operating wavelength range of 850–1650 nm with a variable
bandwidth tunable between 12–100 nm. The optical head size of the filter is 6"(L)×4"(W)×3.5"(H) and it has a clear
aperture of 1"×1", as illustrated in Fig. 4. The filter can be operated either as a standalone device or through a computer
control.

Figure 4. Picture of a variable bandwidth tunable filter device with driver.

The center wavelength tuning range and the bandwidth control of the tunable filter unit were characterized (Fig. 5) with
two typical resolutions (bandwidths): the broadest bandwidth (low spectral resolution) around 80–100 nm and the
narrowest bandwidth (high resolution) 12–20 nm over the entire operating wavelength range of 850–1650 nm.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Typical spectral profile from tunable filter device at (a) low and (b) high resolutions.

3.3

LCoS SLM Display Engine

The heart of the LCoS SLM display engine is a Boulder Nonlinear Systems 512x512 active-matrix backplane which has
a 37.5 μm pitch. This large backplane provides 0 to 18 volts at the pixel to drive the liquid crystal modulators (see Fig.
6). This backplane is used for both the amplitude and phase SLMs.
For the amplitude device, the LC modulator provides a 0 to 1 change in intensity over the 850-1650 nm band using a
LC variable retarder with its optic axis aligned at 45° to the polarization axis of the linear polarized light coming from
the tunable filter. Fig. 7 illustrates two examples of intensity images projected from the display engine. The first one,
(a), shows an animated input image (Kent Optronics Inc.) and the second one, (b), is an input image downloaded from
the Internet.
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Figure 6. Boulder Nonlinear Systems high voltage 512x512 LCoS SLM.

Characterizations were carried out on the display engine to measure the electro-optical (EO) response time. The
measurements indicate that a maximum frame rate of 350-Hz was achieved. The dynamic range of the display image
brightness was also measured to be 14 bits, driven by the 16-bit PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express)
driver. The loss of the 2-bit dynamic range is attributed to the initial contrast ratio and the intensity non-uniformity of
the display engine.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Projected intensity images examples from the display subsystem.

3.4

Phase SLM Units and Polarization Coding

The polarization coding is implemented using two phase SLM units. At the wavelength selected by the tunable filter,
these phase SLMs provide 0 to 1.5π phase retardance with an optic axis orientation of 45° and 0 to π phase retardance
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with an optic axis orientation of 22.5° with respect to the light’s polarization as projected from the display engine. In
order to code the correct phase of the objects, the grayscale versus phase retardation relationship must be precharacterized. All of the required phase retardations can be achieved by electrically modulating the active material
inside the phase SLM units. Therefore, at each individual pixel level, one of the six polarizations—LHP, LVP, L45P,
L45M, RCP, and LCP—can be generated.
3.5

Synchronization

Since both the LCoS SLM display engine and the two phase SLM units must work together in a timely manner to
provide the six polarization states, they need to be synchronized. As shown in Fig. 8, we operate the three SLM devices
from a common PCIe bus to synchronize the system. For this approach, an industrial computer hosts a set of the offthe-shelf PCIe ×8 host interface boards. Each board drives its own PCIe controller box, which contains a PCIe interface
board and two RAMDAC (Random Access Memory Digital-to-Analog Converter) boards. Each controller box drives
its own set of Op-Amp boards and the display engine, as well as the phase SLM units. The center PCIe box (for the
A
LCoS SLM display engine) is configured as the “master” via firmware for synchronization purposes.
synchronization signal is provided by the master controller and is fed into the “slave” controllers for the phase SLM
units.
The synchronization was monitored electronically using an oscilloscope with grayscales flipping between four levels at
a frame rate of 200 Hz. We observed that the time skew between the display engine and the phase SLM units was 20
ns. We also tested the synchronization of the optical signal at the frame rate of 200 Hz with grayscales flipping between
two levels. It has been observed that the optical signals are offset by variations in the optical response of the different
LC modulators. However, when the start time of the pulses from the display engine and the phase SLM units are
precisely synchronized, the skew is less than 100 μs.

Figure 8. Interface and sychronization configuration for amplitude (AM) and phase (PH) SLMs.

3.6

Non-Uniformity Correction (NUC)

Many sources can contribute to the relative non-uniformity of the pixels in the MPSP system, resulting in nonconsistent brightness or polarization distortions in different locations of each image frame. These sources include the
light source profile (not being perfectly flat-topped, the variable bandwidth tunable filter (spatial non-uniformity),
display engine (brightness non-uniformity), phase SLM units (phase variations and irregular patterns), OPE, and optical
train. Non-uniformity correction (NUC) is a process that compensates for these relative spatial and phase non-
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uniformities in the MPSP system, which must be carried out in order to enable high quality T&E of the spectropolarimetric sensors.
New techniques developed and implemented to carry out NUC process called parametric NUC which use multiple
parameters to best fit the entire 14-bit grayscale range (Kent Optronics Inc.). The results are significantly better than
the multi-frame NUC technique. Parametric NUC can achieve a coefficient of variation (c.v.) of < 5% over the entire
14-bit grayscale range. Of course, the quality of the NUC is not only determined by the fitting technique, but also by
the calibration curve, which is a function of the center wavelength, bandwidth, alignment, spatial resolution, etc. An
example of the NUC is shown in Fig. 9. The input image is a flat-field image with the grayscale of 64000. The
wavelength of the output image is centered at 900 nm with a bandwidth of 12 nm. The polarization of the entire output
image is RCP. As can be seen, prior to NUC process, the image shows significant variations with a large c.v. of 12.9%
and a very wide spread distribution of events in the histogram. After the parametric NUC, the output image shows
much reduced variations in the colored scale with a small c.v. of only 2.4% and a very narrow distribution of events in
the histogram.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Comparison of flat-field image uniformity (a) before NUC and (b) after NUC.

In Fig. 10, the importance of NUC to the display image quality is further demonstrated. Fig. 10a shows a picture of
London’s Tower Bridge as the input image; the red circle indicates a tourist river ship under the bridge. Fig. 10b shows
the projected image recorded by a SWIR camera before NUC; note the ship is hardly seen. Fig. 10c shows the recorded
image after the intensity NUC; here the ship becomes clearly visible.
3.7

Polarimetric Static Images, DOLP and DOCP

Next, polarimetric static images containing objects with six different polarization states were demonstrated. The NUCenhanced polarimetric images were projected and their polarization content was confirmed using the following
polarization analyzers: LHP, LVP, L45P, L45M, RCP and LCP, respectively, at λ=1290 nm and Δλ= 94 nm. Fig. 11a
shows the original input image, Fig. 11b illustrates the polarization codes for the different objects, and Fig. 11c shows
the intensity image captured without the analyzers, which appears the same as the original input image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. NUC effects, (a) input image, (b) before NUC (the ship is not obvious), and (c) after NUC (the ship is clearly visible)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. Polarimetric static image (a) original, (b) polarization codes for different objects, and (c) intensity only (no analyzer
involved)

To demonstrate the polarization capabilities of MPSP we artificially coded different parts of an image with different
polarizations. In Fig. 11b, the shuttle orbiter is coded with LHP, the 1st stage solid rocket boosters with L45P, the 2nd
stage fuel tank with L45M, the tower and road-to-tower with LVP, the plume and smoke with RCP, and the sky with
LCP, respectively. By using the polarization analyzers, the polarimetric images revealed completely different intensity
contrasts, resulting in the bright objects having a polarization that matched the analyzer polarization while the
polarization of the dark objects was orthogonal to the analyzer polarization.6,7 Fig. 12 displays the set of polarimetric
images from the six polarization analyzers.
Stokes vector component8 images were processed based on the images shown in Fig. 12. The results are displayed in
Fig. 13, where the Stokes vectors are defined as follows: S1 = LHP – LVP, S2 = L45P – L45M, and S3 = RCP –LCP.
The degree of linear polarization (DOLP) and degree of circular polarization (DCP) of the polarimetric images was also
processed.8 Fig. 14 displays these two images; the interesting objects with linear polarization are clearly visible,
particularly the “road-to-tower” object in Fig. 14a, and the interesting objects from the circular polarization are also
clearly visible, as shown in Fig. 14b.
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Figure 12. Polarimetric static images from the six analyzers: LHP, LVP, L45P, L45M, RCP, and LCP

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13. Stokes vector component images (a) S1, (b) S2 and (c) S3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14. Processed polarimetric images (a) DOLP and (b) DOCP

It is worthwhile to note that such analysis of the combination of the Stokes vector and the DOLP and DOCP indicate
that polarimetric imaging and detection can be very powerful tools in the SWIR, MWIR, and LWIR military operations.
They would allow users to discriminate between natural and manmade objects, which are usually either linearly
polarized or partially polarized due to their metal surfaces.
3.8

Polarimetric Video at 200 Hz Frame Rate

Polarimetric moving images (video) containing objects with the six polarization states were demonstrated at a 30-, 200-,
and even, at 395-Hz (the maximum the software allowed) frame rate, without any frame drop.

4.

CONCLUSION

A multispectral polarized scene projector is developed by the US Army with system integration carried out by Kent
Optronics, Inc., which can generate both static and video images up to a 200-Hz frame rate with active spatial, spectral,
and polarization modulation within a controlled bandwidth. The MPSP system uses a two novel enabling liquid crystal
technologies—a liquid crystal variable bandwidth tunable filter (Kent Optronics) for spectral image content selection
and a high-speed SLM, LCoS technology for encoding the intensity and polarization states (Boulder Nonlinear
Systems).
The MPSP projects input SWIR radiance scenes with a user-selectable wavelength in the range of 850–1650 nm, with a
variable bandwidth (in the range from 12 to 100 nm), intensity, and six different polarization states controlled on a
pixel-by-pixel basis. The MPSP has been developed to provide test and evaluation of spectro-polarimetric sensors
developed for target detection in camouflage, concealment, and deception (CC&D) environments and enable more
realistic generation/simulation of polarized multispectral images of military scenes/targets and manmade objects for
HIL testing. Thus, the MPSP can serve as an analytical T&E tool for strategic sensor systems and support algorithm
development in military aided recognition and automatic target recognition (ATR). Additional non-military
applications include remote sensing, industrial monitoring, police and law enforcement, geological exploration,
nighttime transportation, etc.
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